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Tap into nature’s medicine cabinet and alleviate your ailmentsBetter health and wellness can

begin in your own backyard—literally. Discover the benefits of natural remedies with this

definitive guide to herbal medicine and gain a greater understanding of how you can use plants

to treat common ailments like rashes, exhaustion, inflammation, stomachaches, and so much

more.What sets this herbal medicine book apart:Survey of herbal medicine—Whether you’re

new to herbalism or a dedicated practitioner, enjoy a comprehensive overview that covers all

important aspects of medicinal herbs such as energetics, dosage, and must-have tools.90 herb

profiles—Explore the healing properties, safety considerations, and preparations of 90 herbs

that are simple to source, from aloe to yarrow.300 natural remedies—Address a wide range of

physical, emotional, and skin-related issues with hundreds of easy-to-follow recipes for salves,

balms, syrups, teas, and more.Unearth nature’s healing remedies and improve your well-being

with The Big Book of Herbal Medicine.

“The Big Book of Herbal Medicine gently walks the reader through the basics of herbal

medicine and then introduces 90 favorite herbs and rounds out with many incredibly useful

formulas for everyday health concerns. It is clear that Tina Sams writes from both a place of

experience and from the heart. This book is for all herb lovers, beginner through advanced.” —

Susanna Reppert, 6th generation herbalist and owner of The Rosemary House“With its

beautiful illustrations, this guide is one you will turn to repeatedly. From the beginner just

wanting to get away from pills and OTC remedies to the experienced herbalist (and gardener!),

this book offers value for all of us. The herbal profiles give growing and usage information, and

each contains a tip from someone sharing personal experience. But the fascination and value

come in the formulas and remedies—for physical ailments, emotional and mental disease, and

skincare. I knew a lot about the properties of many of the herbs profiled but had no idea how to

incorporate them into my life. The simple, easy-to-follow directions make herbal healing

approachable to anyone.” —Marge Clark, "Vintage Aromatherapist", founder and president of

Nature's Gift Aromatherapy“There is no reason to feel intimidated by herbs when you have

Tina Sams as a teacher. I have known Tina as an herbal educator for close to 20 years. In this

book, she will guide you through the benefits of some common and not so common herbs

while giving you easy instructions for numerous ways of using these herbs to benefit your

health. Read this book if you are ready to take that step to bring some herbs and nature into

your life.” —Dr. Cindy Jones, biochemist, herbalist, author, and cosmetic formulator at Colorado

Aromatics“I wish this book existed when I began my herbal education. Tina Sams explains the

foundations of herbal medicine in clear and simple terms, allowing them to be understood by

anyone with an interest in reclaiming their health. Beginners to seasoned practitioners will

enjoy the many remedies including in this wonderful book.” —Jen Frey, HEARTransformation

practitioner, mentor, and Earth advocate“The Big Book of Herbal Medicine is aptly named and

beautifully presented. Tina, a respected and beloved herbalist and expert in her field, uses lush

and lyrical strokes to press a luscious, flower-filled invitation on every page. Tina draws the

reader in with such a simple, comfortable style that one realizes immediately every word within

these pages is both reliable and trustworthy. A deeper look reveals that The Big Book of Herbal

Medicine is exceptionally well organized and a veritable treat for anyone interested in plants

classified under the broad heading of herbal medicine.” —Gail Faith Edwards, herbalist and



author--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorTINA SAMS left the corporate

world 30 years ago to pursue her true calling—plants. In the time since, she founded The

Essential Herbal, a magazine that teaches readers how to use herbs in medicine, food,

gardening, and crafting. Tina also travels around to lecture about and teach a variety of herb

skills. Finally, in her spare moments, she likes to forage wild plant foods, pursue aromatic plant

distillation, and play with natural dyes.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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No book, including this one, can ever replace the services of a doctor in providing information

about your health. You should check with your doctor before using the information in this or any

health-related book.Copyright © 2022 by Rockridge Press, Oakland, CaliforniaNo part of this

publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by

any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, scanning, or otherwise, except as

permitted under Sections 107 or 108 of the 1976 United States Copyright Act, without the prior

written permission of the Publisher. Requests to the Publisher for permission should be

addressed to the Permissions Department, Rockridge Press, 1955 Broadway, Suite 400,

Oakland, CA 94612.Limit of Liability/Disclaimer of Warranty: The Publisher and the author

make no representations or warranties with respect to the accuracy or completeness of the

contents of this work and specifically disclaim all warranties, including without limitation

warranties of fitness for a particular purpose. No warranty may be created or extended by sales

or promotional materials. The advice and strategies contained herein may not be suitable for

every situation. This work is sold with the understanding that the Publisher is not engaged in

rendering medical, legal, or other professional advice or services. If professional assistance is

required, the services of a competent professional person should be sought. Neither the

Publisher nor the author shall be liable for damages arising herefrom. The fact that an

individual, organization, or website is referred to in this work as a citation and/or potential

source of further information does not mean that the author or the Publisher endorses the

information the individual, organization, or website may provide or recommendations they/it

may make. Further, readers should be aware that websites listed in this work may have

changed or disappeared between when this work was written and when it is read.For general

information on our other products and services or to obtain technical support, please contact

our Customer Care Department within the United States at (866) 744-2665, or outside the

United States at (510) 253-0500.Rockridge Press publishes its books in a variety of electronic

and print formats. Some content that appears in print may not be available in electronic books,

and vice versa.TRADEMARKS: Rockridge Press and the Rockridge Press logo are trademarks

or registered trademarks of Callisto Media Inc. and/or its affiliates, in the United States and

other countries, and may not be used without written permission. All other trademarks are the

property of their respective owners. Rockridge Press is not associated with any product or

vendor mentioned in this book.Interior and Cover Designer: Sean DoyleArt Producer: Meg

BaggottEditor: John MakowskiProduction Editor: Dylan JulianProduction Manager: Martin

WorthingtonPhotography © 2021 Marija Vidal. Styling by Stéphane Réau.PP. 42–131 Images

used under license from Shutterstock, iStock and Alamy.Author photo courtesy of Lori

Stahl.Paperback 978-1-63807-749-7 | eBook 978-1-63807-597-4R0With deep gratitude to all

the elders who have gone before us, keeping the knowledge
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Marci Tsohonis, “Destined to become a classic!. If you are new to the world of herbs, you’ll find

guidance, enthusiasm, tested recipes and essential safety guidelines. Oh , how I wish I had

found this book when I began learning about herbs! It would have been so helpful, and saved

me a great many mistakes, time and money.It is a gift to find so much knowledge packed into

just one book: herbal energetics, health, wellness, herb sourcing, gift-able recipes, beauty
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recipes, child safe recipes, measurements, conversions and more, written in an easy to

understand format. Tina’s love of herbs is positively contagious. Even seasoned herbalists will

enjoy and learn from the knowledge and creativity that are so generously offered in every plant

profile and recipe.  I highly recommend this book!”

Lady M, “This one's a keeper!. You know how you have that ...one...cookbook.... You know

it...the one with the stains and dogeared pages from years of constant use??? Well, The Big

Book of Herbal Medicine will be "that" book for your medicine cabinet. For those of us who

prefer natural remedies for common ailments, and preventative medicine, this book is a must.

Everything from profiles of dozens of herbs plus, instructions on when and how to use them

and recipes for medicinal remedies that have stood the test of time are included in this book.

The Big Book of Herbal Medicine is most definitely a keeper.”

Ann M Gates, “Herbal Medicine. Wonderful book. Clear easy to understand information. Color

pictures of herbs to help you identify them.”

Bonnie D. Reynolds, “Great resource for beginners or experts!. Tina Sams has done it again! I

loved her last book, "Herbal Medicine for Emotional Healing," and this book will also be very

useful! I've been using herbs for many years but found lots of help in Tina's books. This new

offering is about 50% materia medica (an herbalist's encyclopedia) and 50% useful recipes. I

can't wait to deep dive into this gem! Keep them coming Tina!”

Theresa Divet, “Love love love this book!. A nice size book with beautiful photos, clear concise

instructions, personal tips from Tina and great recipes! You won't be disappointed.”

Allison Smith, “Great book!. I received my book today and I’m very pleased. It’s very

informative, lists precautions and has remedies and how to prepare them.”

Colin B McGee, “Excellent Reference!. I have a pretty large collection of books detailing herbal

remedies. This is one that I know I will return to again and again.The book is sorted into 3

parts:Understanding Herbal Medicine: This is a beginner's guide to herbs and how they can be

used.Herbs for Healing: A succinct overview of 90 herbs and what to do with them. This is

probably aimed more at someone starting out with herbs, but is also a good guide to these

plants even for more experienced herbalists.Remedies for Health and Wellness: To my mind

this is where the real value of the book lies. It contains 300 recipes for a host of ailments. It's

broken down into remedies for physical wellness, mental health and skin / beauty remedies.

Consider it a dictionary of herbal combinations for a multitude of needs.Throughout the book

emphasis is laid on how very simple it is for anyone to use these methods. Most of the items

needed to create the remedies in the book are probably already in your kitchen. There's no

need to spend large sums of money on buying specialist equipment.I recommend this book

highly. For the last 25 years I've found myself using James Duke's Green Pharmacy as my go-

to for herbal remedies, but now I believe I have a replacement. And a better one at that!

Disclaimer: I was provided with an advance copy by the publisher.”

MarcyL43, “Wonderful Recipes and great information. This is a well-laid-out book with sections

on why herb medicine is useful and how to get started; the healing herbs; and then a large

number (300) of recipes. The author has a personable style that is very easy to read. The

details on the 90 herbs to use is helpful and easy to page through. The fact that safety



considerations are part of each listing makes it better for a user to know when to seek more

information or professional assistance. The recipes cover everything from simple remedies to

deeper more personal remedies. I love the small paragraphs at the beginning of the recipes

that give some insight into why or how the recipe is helpful. The little button above each recipe

with the main use like: Social Anxiety or Puffy Eyes makes it simple to flip through the pages

when in a hurry to find a remedy. The recipes are easy to follow, the instructions clear, and the

effectiveness is obvious. The indexes are both general, ailment, and herb specific, which

makes the book a wonderful reference and that much easier to use. This will be a go-to book

for many years to come. My only disappointments, which are minor, is that there is no growing

information on the herbs and that some of the tea recipes are only one-herb teas which are not

my favorites. I was given a copy to review, but that did not matter as I would have loved this

book either way as it is an amazing collection of information and the resources and references

at the back are great too! I highly recommend the book for anyone who fashions or wants to

fashion their own remedies.”

The book by Tina Sams has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 97 people have provided feedback.
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